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MOSES PHENOMENON, PART 3

Connection is where science meets scripture!
By Richard P. Beobide, Pastor
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Prayer Of Salvation
How do I ask Jesus into my
life?
Here is a prayer to help
you! Please call me if you
pray or have any questions.
I’ll be glad to talk to you.
860-946-7095
Pastor Richard P. Beobide
Father sometimes I
offend you.
I know Jesus died because
we have all offended you.
I believe God You raised
Jesus from the dead.
Save me from my desires
that offend you.
Jesus of Nazareth
I confess that you
are Savior & Lord.
Forgive me for offending you
in Jesus name I pray, Amen.
Here is your job description
from now on!
Do no more evil
Tell about Jesus
Be baptized, Learn about
Him in your Bible.

SCIENCE & SCRIPTURE: OF COURSE THEY AGREE!
In the last article we discovered an amplified interpretation of Chapter 1 verses 1&2
of the Biblical book we know as
Genesis. In this article we will
discuss further about the Moses
Phenomenon; what he wrote in
those two verses and what it
really means to us today.
Moses wrote in these two
verses about how: God selected
the heavens and the world.
These elements must been summoned up from nothingness
prior to being selected, because
the word “create” in the Hebrew
means “select.” In any case God
must not have considered it relevant otherwise he would have
revealed more about it. Also, as
best I can tell there is no word
for “making something from
nothing.” We also learned that
the heavens were the lofty area
above the ground and it was the
area where the clouds move. We
find out that the earth was in an
active and chaotic state; unable
to sustain life and Moses mentions the face of the earth was
turning. Finally, the supreme
God violently breathes on the
world jump-starting the earth
and its atmosphere into a lifesustaining habitat.
The Moses Phenomenon is
a unique writing throughout the
whole world and in all of history
because of two simple reasons:
First, what he wrote was based
on inspiration not knowledge.
As we will learn later; Moses’
background suggest that he was
taught by the finest educators in
the Egyptian culture, and those
teachings were contrary to his
inspired writings of the God he
came to serve. Second, today he
is proven to be correct in his
writings concerning the heavens

and the earth, the order in which
life develops and civilizations
historic documentation.
Unlike science of any period, which does their best to
speculate (or suppose) as accurately as possible, through analysis, observation and mathematic
calculations; Moses wrote about
creation because, according to
his own admission, he was ordered by God to do it! Furthermore, he knew nothing about
what he was going to write; God
would supply him the information.
We learn about Moses
background through the scripture
themselves along with archeological confirmation. Moses
teaches us that Pharaoh adopted
him when the Hebrews were in
captivity. His mother put him in
a raft made of straw and sent him
down the Nile to escape the
wrath of pharaoh: The same
pharaoh he would later become
son and heir to. Moses is trained
by the finest teachers the Egyptian culture could muster. Since
Egypt was among the most powerful nations of the world his
education was considerable.
We know today through
archeology that many clay tablets discovered in Egypt revealed
belief systems of their people,
politics and teachings: all of
them immersed in a pantheon of
more than two thousand gods. It
is here that Moses was raised and
taught. However, Moses completely separated himself from
these teachings and belief systems and abandoned them for
what he experienced and determined to be a better belief system; and why not he spoke face
to face with the supreme God.
The point is this: If we were
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to compare the beliefs of the Hebrews to that of the Egyptians you
would clearly see the differences in
doctrines. Not to mention that
Egyptian doctrines have been
proven to break down in the light of
logic, truth and science, where
Moses’ doctrine is upheld and
proven accurate under the same
scrutiny.
Is this important to us today?
Yes. Why? Because today, science
is more and more finding out
about the planet in which we live.
In “Earth Story” we see that the
first two days of creation are quite
accurate. I believe this is what the
supreme God was trying to display
in Moses writings. Moses had to
be provided accurate information
from an outside source (God) to
get the story right, to get the order
of creation correct, and to reference the face of the earth as turning. How would he know? He
couldn’t unless it was revealed to
him supernaturally. However, the
greatest reason I can think of, as to
why this is important is this: all
through the ages, God used intellect, logic and faith to teach us to
believe in Him. He uses prophecy (the telling of future events)
and he uses word of knowledge
(the telling of truths not yet discovered) to prove Himself to us.
These are Gods tools to show
us that He exists beyond our
realm. These are the truths that we
have to hold on to. These are the
truths that we can put confidence
in when it comes to trusting the
supreme God. We see in writings
how God loved Moses. God
claimed there would never be another like Moses. This is how we
become friends with God, too, by
believing these truths.
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